
 

 

Hello to everybody, first i want to thank the Pomarici Santomasi foundation and Mr. Siniscalchi, 
who is a dear friend and asked me and honored me to be in this audiovisual document that we can 
convey through current technologies and which looks at fronteversismo because it is a current 
movement in the sense that it looks especially at the future and the new generations. I think 
welfare in the art people speak about is this: a permanent formation, a future-oriented education 
aimed at younger generations, at teenagers and children, to whom fronteversismo has always 
looked at with admirable attention.I believe that this project is first and foremost apparent indicative 
and clear, far-sighted in directing the look beyond. Beyond what are the disciplinary, academic and 
institutional boundaries. In the discipline it means that when today the works of the master are held 
in a permanent collection in a foundation museum that does not look at contemporary art or 
modern art but paleolithic art and understands it and delivers it to history with A single look. This is 
a "frontman" idea that looks beyond a closure, thus a circularity beyond the institutional 
boundaries, meaning that gravina is delivered as a welcoming territory that goes beyond that look 
that now the unesco had to put a stop to because of simple bureaucratic complications. At this 
moment Matera will go further and will hopefully welcome all that great territory that can not be 
considered as mere landscaped goods, but rather as an alive landscape. Gravina is a land of water 
and rock and that is the pulsating, alive landscape that fronteversism is able to capture. I believe 
this is the sign and the result of these three years of work and of great vision and institution 
capacity, just like the Pomarici Santomasi Foundation. Furthermore the fronteversismo movement 
has the abilty to gain an insight on dialogue between art and science and thus a new human 
knowledge Which in fact gives to this look an excellence that our time delivers and demands today. 
 
 
The fronteversista movement has emblematic capitalist works that trace its gaze, in particular 
"woman's wisdom" includes this look in every small recess of this picture that becomes "retread" as 
well as Giotto's work open to modernity and Van Gogh's work has opened a vision to the circular 
future that has always and never been closed, always and permanently open and visible as the 
Higgs boson behind me represents the relationship between art and science in a new humanism 
that obviously is Must consolidate around this inclusive and pervasive glimpse, and as in reality the 
beauty and harmony of diversity represents this capostazione capacity of a chaos that becomes 
order through beauty. It is a project in the etymological sense of projecting into a bet that in my 
opinion "fronteversism" is striving for the highest degree. 

 


